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Grocery Shopping List
Enables a faster and easier shopping experience with organized categories!

Things to Note:

• Combines each ingredient and adds up the total amount of each needed for every recipe in your menu.
• Organizes products and produce by category and location within your grocery store for easier shopping.
• Lists items in ounces as that is how you purchase them within the store. But don’t worry! These will be converted to 
teaspoons, cups, and more as you start to assemble and cook your meals!
• Separates ingredients needed immediately for assembling, and then later for serving and eating.
• Includes check boxes so you can cross o� items as you go.

Pro Tip: Make your list and check it twice! The worst feeling in the world is to be missing one thing!

Ingredients are listed in ounces here as 
that is how you purchase them in the 
store. However, these measurements 
will be converted to teaspoons, cups, 
and more as you go!

Your list is separated by 
where you purchase items 
in the grocery store for 
easier, more efficient 
shopping!

Remember every recipe is doubled! You will 
buy enough so you can make 2 of each 
recipe in your menu. We do this to 
maximize your time, money & ingredients! 

You will even find a 
section listed with all the 
freezer containers and 
supplies you need! *Feel 
free to substitute glass 
and other reusable 
containers for these!

You also have a section 
just for ingredients 
needed on the day you 
serve or eat your meals! 
This list can be purchased  
ahead with your other 
ingredients or later when 
you are ready to eat your 
meals!

GROCERY SHOPPING LIST



Things to Note:

• Instructs you on how to prepare your meats, cut up your vegetables, and more.
• Translates whole ingredients into cut up ingredients, then converts cut up ingredients into specific amounts needed for 
your recipes.
• Lists ingredients with their associated recipe(s) so you know what goes where!

Pro Tip: Read this list fully before you start! We do all the math and conversions here for you, so you don’t have to make 
adjustments later on. So be sure to pay attention to the details!

Prep Instructions
Outlines how to prepare all your ingredients for fast assembling and cooking.

Don’t skip your prep! This 
will take the longest to do, 
but will make the rest of your 
cooking so much easier!

This section notates how to 
precook or portion out your 
bulk meat!

Your Chopping List 
translates your whole 
ingredients into measured 
out ingredients so you can 
easily make your recipes!

Shows what recipe(s) that 
portion of ingredients is 
needed in. This may be 
one recipe, or multiple, so 
pay attention that you 
have enough for each one!

PREP INSTRUCTIONS



Things to Note:

• Arranges your recipes in the optimum order of e�ciency so you get them done as quickly as possible.
• Lists recipes in the order of longest and hardest, to fastest and easiest so you finish strong!
• Lists your instructions and breaks them down into actionable steps to maximize any “passive” cooking time; meaning, while 
one recipe is cooking in the oven or slow cooker, you can move on to assembling the next recipe!
• Each step listed is categorized so you can quickly see what is coming up and needed next!

Pro Tip: Follow the order given! It will make assembling and cooking your recipes go by that much faster!

Cooking Day Instructions
Breaks down instructions into steps to assemble your menu as fast as possible.

Follow the order listed here! 
We have put the recipes in 
order of hardest to easiest 
so you get through your 
cooking session quickly!

At each recipe, we generically label what you will 
do. For example: Freeze, Slow Cook, Bake, etc. This 
helps separate parts of your recipes so you take 
advantage of the time things are cooking!

COOKING DAY INSTRUCTIONS



Things to Note:

• Includes all your listed ingredients, supplies and containers needed for every recipe.
• Provides instructions for assembling or pre-cooking your meal before being frozen.
• Gives details on bagging and freezing your meal.
• Lists how to prepare that meal after freezing for serving and eating.

Pro Tip: Tape your recipe cards onto your cabinets while you are cooking for easy access and referencing! This way you 
are not sorting and fumbling with your hands while you cook!

Recipe Cards
Details cooking and freezing instructions for each recipe for easy and fast assembly.

Remember, you are making enough to 
make 2 of each recipe! We do this to 
maximize your time, money & ingredients! 
That is why 2 sets of containers are 
always listed.

This set of instructions walks you 
through preparing your meal to freeze. 
This could require cooking, or just 
throwing in a bag.

This set of instructions walks you 
through how to prepare to serve 
your meal AFTER freezing! This 
will also be listed on your labels!

Cooking Day Instructions
Breaks down instructions into steps to assemble your menu as fast as possible.

RECIPE CARDS



Things to Note:

• Includes the name of the recipes so it doesn’t become mystery meat!
• Lists the instructions for reheating or thawing the meal out.
• Outlines the nutritional information of the recipe, if it’s available.
• Gives you the “Serving Day Ingredients” so you know what you need to add to your meal after freezing!

Pro Tip: Print these on Avery 5168 labels for easy labeling as you finish! Or, simply print these out on paper and tape 
to your bag or container! Feel free to write in the date you froze it too, but hopefully you’ll eat it too fast to need that!

Printable Labels
Lists of instructions and details for thawing or reheating your meal.

Remember those “Serving Day” 
ingredients listed on your 
Shopping List? They are also 
listed here to make eating as easy 
as possible!

Remember those “Serving Day 
Ingredients” listed on your 
Shopping List? They are also 
listed here to make serving your 
meal, easy! Remember, these 
amounts are enough to make one 
of your two meals!

Recipes labeled as “Paleo, Diet, or 
Ketogenic” will have the 
nutritional information listed on 
the label for you!

We take the “Serving Day 
Instructions” listed on your 
Recipe Cards and duplicate them 
here to make reheating or 
cooking your frozen meal easy!

PRINTABLE LABELS



Things to Note:

• Gives specific instructions on how to thaw each recipe listed in your menu if it’s needed. Refrigerator thawing can take up 
to 24 hours in some cases. Also note that Instant Pot recipes will be cooked straight from frozen!
• Lists the total time it will take to prepare under “Cooking Time”. *This includes “coming to pressure” time for programmable 
pressure cookers like the Instant Pot.
• Reminds you what cooking method is used for each meal so you can make a quick decision about dinner!

Pro Tip: Tape this sheet to your fridge and keep a tally of your meals so you know what you have in your freezer! We 
love to use this as a freezer inventory sheet! Simply place 2 tallies next to each recipe (because you made each recipe 
twice) and then cross them off as X’s as you eat them!

Thaw Sheet
Captures the menus recipes and lists the defrosting or reheating instructions.

The “Thaw Instructions” tell you 
how to properly thaw your 
meals!  However, please note that 
Instant Pot meals will be cooked 
from frozen!

The “Cooking Time” tells you in total 
how long it will take to cook AFTER you 
thaw your meal. Please note that this 
amount does include the “coming to 
pressure” time for Instant Pots.

The “Cooking Type” gives you a 
quick preview of the method of 
cooking your frozen meal. For 
example: the oven, slow cooker, 
pressure cooker, and more!

Gives you a full list of 
every meal in your 
menu! But remember, 
you made 2 of each!

THAW SHEET


